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With the release of the ReWild Mission
Bay Feasibility Study we are now one big
step closer to finalizing a master plan to
restore a significant part of Mission Bay’s
original wetlands habitat.
TRI-COLORED HERON BY KAREN STRAUS
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The ReWild Mission Bay Feasibility Study:

Yes, We Can Do This.
The fundamental question of whether it is realistic to restore wetlands and associated habitats
in the northeast corner of Mission Bay is now emphatically answered.
by Andrew Meyer, San Diego Audubon Conservation Director

ReWild has had some busy and momentous times over the past five
years, but at the end of 2018 things got a little hectic. We released
the ReWild Mission Bay Feasibility Study, hosted our last public
workshop, created a summary report about the Study, and shared the
news with everyone we could. Big accomplishments! Thanks to all
our funders, partners, and to you for your support throughout the
process.
The full Feasibility Study and the summary report are available
for free download at rewildmissionbay.org—if you want any more
information on this project, check there for the full details and
updates on where we’re going from here.
ReWild Mission Bay’s vision is to enhance
and restore estuarine habitats in the
northeast corner of Mission Bay and expand
opportunities for compatible access to the
marsh for everyone. The ReWild Mission
Bay study identifies three feasible wetland
restoration alternatives, with analyses of how
well they would perform through time as sea
levels rise, how much they would cost, and
critical information on many more topics. The
three alternatives, Wild, Wilder, and Wildest,
are inspired by the input we received from
the public as part of our community planning
process, and respond to the concerns and
desires that the City of San Diego and our
project team identified.
Wild Alternative
The Wild alternative explores opportunities
to restore wetlands exclusively within the
existing landforms immediately east and
west of Rose Creek, and does not propose
shallowing adjacent open water or any
major modifications to the existing shoreline. This could minimize
issues related to the permitting process of placing fill in open water.
However, this alternative achieves the least amount of restored
habitat, and lowering of elevations in the areas east and west of
Rose Creek will necessitate exporting a large volume of soil off-site,
resulting in significant impacts to traffic, air quality, and greenhouse
gas emissions.
Wilder Alternative
The Wilder alternative responds to a request from the City of San
Diego to accommodate 40 acres of guest housing on De Anza Point.
Wilder uses soil excavated from east and west of Rose Creek to
shallow approximately 38 acres of open water and in doing so creates
mudflats and salt marsh in areas beyond existing landforms. This
option provides resiliency to sea level rise comparable to the Wild
alternative, but reduces the need to export soil off-site, bringing
down costs by almost 50% as well as reducing impacts to traffic, air
quality, and greenhouse gas emissions.
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Wildest Alternative
The Wildest alternative expresses a vision that optimizes water
quality, sea level rise adaptation, and the ability for wetland habitats
to persist over time. The Wildest alternative proposes using soil
from both east and west of Rose Creek to restore 94 acres of open
water to mudflats and salt marshes. This alternative provides the
greatest resiliency to sea level rise of all alternatives. This design
also represents a balanced cut and fill option, virtually eliminating
the need to export soil off-site and reducing impacts to traffic, air
quality, and greenhouse gas emissions. This also ensures that more
restoration dollars are spent on creating habitat and public access
features, rather than spending money on offsite disposal.
The Feasibility Study shows there are several
existing natural resources working in favor
of healthy expanded wetlands. The close
proximity of the study site to existing remnant
coastal wetlands at Kendall-Frost Marsh
Reserve and the Northern Wildlife Preserve
provides confidence that restoring adjacent
areas would be successful. Additionally,
opportunities to reconnect Rose Creek to
existing and newly restored wetlands would
provide much needed fresh water and
sediment to nourish the habitats and maintain
marsh elevations. Finally, hydrodynamic
modeling results indicate that restoration
alternatives do not increase flooding risk in the
area, and in fact slow tidal and flood velocities
in the project area and decrease tidal velocities
at the mouth of Rose Creek.
In November, the makeup of the San Diego
City Council changed and Councilmember Jen
Campbell now represents the district covering
Mission Bay Park. She also chairs the Council’s Environment
Committee and is part of a Democratic super majority on the
Council. We hope that this signals a positive change for the prospects
of wetland restoration in Mission Bay and that Councilmember
Campbell will be the champion of the ReWild Mission Bay project.
Campbell has talked about the importance of planning with sea level
rise in mind and stated that climate change is an issue for everyone
on our planet in several interviews and public comments. The
Feasibility Study provides the scientific foundation to implement
a Mission Bay Park that’s resilient to climate change. Just as
importantly, the ReWild Mission Bay project laid the groundwork
for community support of wetland restoration and all the benefits
that would come to the diverse users of Mission Bay Park. Now,
we call on our politicians and community leaders to make the
scientifically sound and forward thinking decisions required to
restore these valuable wetlands.
San Diego Audubon Society led the ReWild Mission Bay Feasibility

LEGEND
Study Area
Restoration Focus Area
Proposed Channel
Existing Channel
Restored Habitat Type
Upland
Transitional
Mid-High Salt Marsh
Low Salt Marsh
Mudflat
Subtidal

Public Access & Recreation
Passive and Active Recreation with
Appropriate Buffer
Existing Bike and Pedestrian Path
Existing Pedestrian Path
Proposed Bike and Pedestrian Path
Proposed Pedestrian Path
Proposed Interpretive Path
Proposed "Fence Walk"
Boat Launch/Storage Optional Location
Visitor Center Optional Location
Visitor Parking Optional Location
Interpretive Landform or Structure
Estuarine Science Center

Mission Bay is recognized as an
Important Bird Area and
the restoration of the
Rose Creek estuary to a
living, fully functioning
salt marsh will be a
major achievement
in enhancing the bird
habitat along our
densely populated
coastline. The story
continues, but we have
now crossed a major
threshold in fulfilling
the promise.
Elegant Tern by
Craig Chaddock

WILDEST ALTERNATIVE

WILDER ALTERNATIVE
Study. We thank all our partners: the Coastal Conservancy, USFWS
Coastal Program, UC Natural Reserve System, Friends of Mission
Bay Marshes, Everest International Consultants, Nordby Biological
Consulting, New Land West Company, AECOM, the members of
our Science and Technical Advisory Committee, and the hundreds of
community members who attended our public workshops. Thank you
for engaging in this planning effort and inspiring what is contained in
the final restoration alternatives.
All ReWild restoration alternatives include public access, including
a visitor center, overlooks, multiple boat launches, and interpretive
trail systems connected to existing parkland, walkways, and bikeway
infrastructure where feasible.

WILD ALTERNATIVE
These are the three final proposals from the ReWild project undertaken
by San Diego Audubon, informally named according to their longterm habitat value for the full community of plants and animals, both
above and below the water’s surface (and sometimes both). The final
determination, based on city council action and guidance from state
regulatory agencies, is likely to be determined in the next six months.

The ReWild Mission Bay Feasibility Study shows how we…
• Give back shoreline access to the public
• Draw people and dollars into the community and region through
recreation and ecotourism
• Provide numerous new options for education and research
• Restore critical fish and bird habitat that has been lost from
Mission Bay in the past 100 years
• Sequester carbon in expanded marsh habitats (see article on
page 4, Can Local Wetlands Counter Climate Change?)
• Improve water quality in the northeast corner and throughout
Mission Bay
• Protect communities from the impacts of sea level rise
• Provide nursery habitat for commercially important fish species,
such as halibut

Little Blue Heron by Craig Chaddock
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Great Blue Heron by
Karen Straus

Wetlands are givers, not takers.
Known as “biological supermarkets,” wetlands give fish,
birds and other animals a plentiful supply of nutritious
food, says Drew Talley, Ph.D., marine ecology expert at
the University of San Diego. They also give clean water
to the ocean, thanks to their ability to filter out dangerous
pollutants from rain and storm water runoff. And for people
who live around wetlands, these reserves provide a flexible
buffer to prevent flooding – not to mention a peaceful outpost for
watching wildlife in action.
“Wetlands are so important for recreation and education and
research,” says Talley. “Take a kid to a wetland and you can teach
pretty much any topic in biology.”
But for everything they give, it can be easy to forget that wetlands are
experts at taking something very important – something that must be
captured if we are to counteract climate change: carbon.

conservation for San
Diego Audubon.
Meyer notes that
in recent months,
pressure has
intensified for San
Diego County to
find new ways to
mitigate climate change locally. In late December, a judge rejected
the county’s climate action plan, which relied on investing in carbon
credits in other parts of the world. Off-site credits are commonly used
by housing developers to gain approval, but they do little to help the
local environment.
“The county committed in 2011 and again in 2018 to achieving
[greenhouse gas] reductions within the county,” San Diego Superior
Court Judge Timothy Taylor said in his December 2018 ruling against
the use of off-site credits. “The people of the county have a right to
expect more from their elected officials.”
Don’t Drain the Swamps
As San Diego County heads back to the drawing board to
revamp its climate action plan, officials would be smart
to recognize the formidable environmental ally that’s just
waiting to be called upon: Our wetlands.
“It’s easy to glance over at a wetland and think it’s just a
swamp,” Talley says. “People saw these as useless habitats for so
long, but now science tells us otherwise. These are complicated and
connected ecosystems that sequester carbon and do so much more.”

Can Local Wetlands Counter
Climate Change? Absolutely.
by Kelly Quigley, Sketches Editor

Indeed, wetlands are among the most powerful “carbon sinks” on our
planet. Even though they occupy only between 5 and 8 percent of
the world’s land surface, wetlands hold from 20 to 30 percent of its
estimated global soil carbon, according to 2016 research published in
Nature Communications.
Using photosynthesis, wetlands store excess carbon from the
atmosphere in vegetation and soil, locking away one of the primary
components of greenhouse gases. For this reason, it’s advantageous
to not only restore wetlands, but to proactively preserve remnant
wetlands so they aren’t lost for good. (When wetlands are destroyed,
the stored carbon is released.)
A Hidden Weapon for San Diego Climate Planning
As municipalities throughout California commit to reducing or
offsetting greenhouse gas emissions, wetlands provide an avenue
to accomplish climate goals while also providing a host of other
important benefits for residents, says Andrew Meyer, director of

Sibley’s Birding Basics: How to Identify Birds, Using the Clues in
Feathers, Habitats, Behaviors, and Sounds

by David Allen Sibley (2002/2017) Alfred A. Knopf, 154 pp.

Sibley’s authoritative field guides illustrate particular bird species.
In his Birding Basics book, however, Sibley draws on his expertise to
guide readers to prepare to look for birds, to find birds, to distinguish
birds that look similar, and to more deeply understand birds and their
appearance. Sibley suggests taking binoculars and a field guidebook
on your outings. I disagree. Instead, consider taking a zoom-lens
camera. It can help you not only spot distant birds, but also record
their appearance, vocalizations, and behavior, to review later. Also,
cellphone apps weigh less than field guidebooks.
Sibley suggests various ways to find birds in the field, including how to
dress and to behave. Keep records of your outings, too. One option:
Use the eBird cellphone app (free). It helps you create a checklist of
the birds you can identify, then adds those to your “life list.”
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At the state level, wetlands are beginning to get the recognition
they deserve. The January 2019 draft of the California Climate
Change Implementation Plan looks to double the rate of wetland and
seagrass restoration through 2030 – a move that aims to “reverse
land subsidence and reduce carbon emissions while improving flood
protection and providing critical habitat.”

Without action, these habitats may be permanently lost, along with
the species who rely on them. The state report cites rising sea levels,
in tandem with greater erosion, posing threats to remaining coastal
wetlands. San Diego’s unique coastal location and remnant native
marshes give it the assets it needs to become a star of wetland
restoration, making a real dent in local carbon sequestration while also
helping slow the pace of climate change for California and the world.
Sibley also tackles the challenges of bird identification, illustrating
some difficulties and suggesting ways to overcome them. Importantly,
look for shape, movement, and other behavior, as well as color and
fieldmarks. Tune in to location and date. In San Diego, you probably
won’t see Brandt’s Cormorants on inland lakes or Brants (geese)
in August. To avoid misidentifying similar birds, observe size and
proportions. Don’t rely on birds’ plumage alone because molting,
variations across the lifespan, and effects of lighting on color
perception can mislead you. Behavior and voice offer more
enduring clues to identification. Sibley encapsulates key concepts
in clear, explicit illustrations, as well as text. Other topics include
Understanding Feathers, Feather Arrangement and Color Patterns,
Structure of Tail and Wings, Feather Wear, and Age Variation.
Though novice birders can easily understand these discussions, more
experienced birders can gain deeper understanding here.
This book is one of many available for borrowing from our local
San Diego Audubon Society’s library. – byKENDALL-FROST
Shari Dorantes
Hatch
SUNRISE
BY ROBERT LITTLE

Conservation In Action

King Tides Give Us A Glimpse Into the Future
by Andrew Meyer and Megan Flaherty, SDAS Conservation Program

Earlier this year, two events focused our attention on the KendallFrost Marsh and the northeast corner of Mission Bay. Our annual
Love Your Wetlands Day took place in
early February, and just before that
we had our King Tides – our highest
and lowest tides of the year, when the
moon and the sun work in tandem to
create intense ebb and flow. San Diego
Audubon, along with the California Office
of Emergency Services, went to two
locations near the Kendall-Frost Marsh
to survey how fluctuating tides impact
the area. With help from the public, we
took photos of the high (7.12 feet above
mean lower low water level) and low tides (1.9 feet below mean
lower low water level) tides and submitted them to the Coastal
Commission’s California King Tides Project. In real time, they
posted the pictures to an online map, and archived photos will
allow for year-to-year comparisons.
King Tides are a useful way to visualize the impacts of future sea
level rise. The National Research Council anticipates that our
oceans will rise by between 3 and 5.5 feet by 2100, which will
have serious implications for coastal habitats and communities.
We got a glimpse of the new “normal” as the tide rose, and during
the highest tidal flow much of today’s existing wetlands were
underwater. Our coastal wetlands are at the fragile verge of the
land and ocean. Unless we expand the existing marsh and give
Kendall-Frost the space to migrate upland, we will lose Mission
Bay wetlands entirely. We also witnessed the potential for sea
level rise and future King Tides to negatively impact our coastal
communities, as rising water levels were perilously close to nearby
bike paths and other infrastructure.
On an inspiring note, hundreds of community members
participated in the annual Love Your Wetlands Day event a few
weeks after King Tides. The event is organized by San Diego
Audubon and the UC Natural Reserve System. Intrepid folks took
part in guided walks within the Kendall-Frost Marsh, learning
about endangered Light-footed Ridgway’s Rails, the historical
importance of the area to the Kumeyaay, and the legacy of
conservation in this corner of Mission Bay.
Elected officials took part in a VIP tour, getting an up-close look at
this vulnerable and rare habitat before kicking off the day’s events.
The event was made possible due to settlement funds directed
to us from San Diego Coastkeeper and the Coastal Environmental
Rights Foundation. Numerous community groups helped
coordinate the event and joined in the fun, including Beautiful PB,
Friends of Rose Creek, Friends of Mission Bay Marshes, and the
Environmental Center of San Diego. As the only day of the year
that Kendall-Frost is open to the public, Love Your Wetlands Day is
an opportunity to explore and celebrate Mission Bay’s most fragile
habitat, and to envision what future restoration might look like.
To dig deeper: Find the National Research Council’s Sea-Level Rise
for the Coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington. Explore
NOAA’s Sea Level Rise Viewer and slide the high water marker
on the left hand side of the screen. And check out our photos on
California Coastal Commission’s California King Tides Project.

Three views of tidal stages from
the same location overlooking the
Kendall-Frost Marsh. The top view
shows the lowest tide, with the
bottom view showing a peak tide
just two feet short of the King Tide
witnessed this February. Whether or
not the high water mark represents
a future “normal” depends in
part on the success of the ReWild
restoration project. Photos by
Leland Foerster.

Anstine Ambles

by Tina Mitchell, Anstine
Committee member

Christmas Bird Count at Anstine-Audubon Nature Preserve
The morning dawned chilly – 32 degree – but our spirits were
high for the 2018 Christmas Bird Count. Before we had all arrived,
Rebekah had tried to sneak up on the Hooded Mergansers on the
pond, but they didn’t cooperate. However, she could report a duet
of Great Horned Owls and a screaming Red-tailed Hawk before
daylight, so we were off to a good start.
Highlights included several large flocks of Cedar Waxwings (69
total) continually announcing their presence long before we could
spot them. American Robins also made a fantastic showing – 40
in all. Last year, we found nary a one of either of those species.
Three Northern Flickers also made the list this year (again, a noshow species last year). A sharp-eyed team member spotted two
American Wigeons trying to sneak by in a flyover flock of Mallards.
And we got to see Sharp-shinned and Cooper’s Hawks when they
briefly landed practically side-by-side in the same tree!
We nabbed lots of regulars too: California Scrub-Jay, Mourning
Dove, Anna’s, Allen’s and Rufous hummingbirds, American Crows,
Ruby-crowned Kinglet, Northern Mockingbird, House Finch,
Cassin’s Kingbird. All in all, we tallied 36 species (up from 26 last
year). And as we headed to the next area, we watched robins and
waxwings together, busily feasting on palm fruits in the top of a
palm tree. Who knew? Always learning something on a Christmas
Bird Count.
Anstine-Audubon Hours: Saturdays, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
Members Only: Third Wednesday of the month, 8:00 am-11:00 am
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Silverwood Scene

The Lizards of Silverwood – Seen and Unseen
By Phillip Lambert, Silverwood Resident Manager

PHOTO BY TIMOTHY STUMP

dramatically from a dark phase
During the early spring months of each year several species of
during the day to a lighter phase at
reptiles can be seen emerging from their winter hibernation. Of the
night. It is found almost exclusively
12 lizard species found at Silverwood, most common is the diurnal
in the tight spaces underneath
Western Fence Lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis), sometimes called
exfoliating granite.
the blue belly.They’re commonly viewed sunning themselves on
rocks, tree trunks and logs. The larger, “spinier” Granite Spiny Lizard Somewhat similar in appearance
(Sceloporus orcutti), is strongly associated with granitic outcroppings, and habit to the Granite Night
and the smaller Side-blotched Lizard (Uta stansburiana), easily
Lizard is the San Diego Banded
flushed along the trails, is always close to cover.
Gecko (Coleonyx variegata), a
By late spring other species become more active and are occasionally coastal phase of the wide-ranging
desert species. Also nocturnal,
seen sunning in the warm soils of the trails. Seemingly more
it is one of the few reptiles that
abundant over recent years is the Coast Horned Lizard (Phrynosoma
control scorpion populations by
coronatum) usually seen stationed near harvester ant nests along the
eating the sub-adults. Because
trails. Non-native ant species have expanded into natural habitats,
of its nocturnal secretiveness
displacing the native harvester ants that the Coast Horned Lizard
and rugged habitat, it is the least
depends on.
observed reptile at Silverwood
The checker-spotted Coastal Whiptails (Cnemidophorus tigris)
with only one sighting in the last 23 years.
are nearly always in restless motion. This behavior makes them
Another rarity, the California Legless Lizard (Anniella pulchra) has
more visible to predators such as Striped Racers, small raptors and
Roadrunners. Studies have shown that whiptails make up
a large percentage
Silverwood Calendar for March/April 2019
the Roadrunner’s
March 3, 10, 17 and 31, Sundays – Open visitation from 9 am to 4 pm and
prey. The whiptail’s
guided nature tours at 10 am and 1:30 pm.
diet consists of
March 24, Sunday – Open visitation from 9 am to 4 pm and guided nature
small invertebrates,
tours at 10 am and 1:30 pm. Special theme hikes at 10:00 am and 1:30 pm.
especially spiders,
Come see what wildflowers are in bloom.
scorpions,
March 6, 13, 20 and 27, Wednesdays – Open to members, 8 am to 12 pm.
centipedes, and
termites, and small
April, 7, 14 and 28, Sundays – Open visitation and guided nature walks at
lizards. Adults are
10:00 am and 1:30 pm.
sometimes seen
April 21, Sunday – Happy Easter theme hike, Silverwood’s Wildflowers,
clawing into dead
guided nature walks at 10:00 am and 1:30 pm.
April 3, 10, 17 and 24, Wednesdays – Open to members, 8 am to 12 pm.
wood when foraging
for termites.
Call 619-443-2998 for information. Silverwood is located at 13003 Wildcat
The juveniles of the
Canyon Road in Lakeside. Watch closely on right for Silverwood entrance sign.
Western Skink (Plestiodon [Eumeces] skiltonianus), as
OUR VOLUNTEERS: Silverwood always appreciates volunteers who help with trail
with many skink species, is a bright metallic blue. As they
clearing and many other ongoing needs. If you’d like to help, call Phillip Lambert
reach adulthood their tail turns pinkish-gray. Western
at 619-443-2998. I’d like to offer my personal thanks to all of you who have put
Skinks spend most of their time in the thick leaf litter
forth your best efforts to keep Silverwood operating as a nature sanctuary and
under the cool canopy shade of the chaparral shrubs.
education resource we all can be proud of. Plan a day at Silverwood soon!
Silverwood has two species of skink, the second being the
larger Gilbert’s Skink (Plestiodon [Eumeces] gilberti). It
yielded only two recordings at Silverwood
is a heavy-bodied, medium-sized species. Rarely seen,
their habitat includes the stream bed areas of densely
over the past 12 years (2008 and 2010). It is
foliated chaparral and riparian oak woodland. Adults
a limbless lizard and is easily mistaken for a
are uniformly colored in a glossy but subdued olivesnake, though snakes have no eyelids. These
brown or gray overlaid with a herringbone pattern.
lizards are around seven inches in length and
have a tolerance to low temperatures. They live
The nocturnal, round-eyed Granite Night Lizard
mostly underground, foraging during the day
(Xantusia henshawi) comes out of deep granite crevices
for insect larva and spiders while burrowing
as the sun sets, or even later. It has a flat body with large
dark spots on a light background. It’s coloration shifts
through loose sandy soil and leaf litter.
Above left: The seldom seen Gilbert’s Skink is found throughout California’s mountain forests,
and seems to be established in Silverwood’s oak riparian corridors. Above right: The aptly named
Granite Night Lizard has fixed eylids and vertical pupils for a permanent wide-eyed stare. Above:
A denizen of sandy or loamy washes, the silvery-hued California Leggless Lizard is a rare sight.
Left: The lizard everyone knows, the Western Fence Lizard, is a mid-sized member of the large
Sceloporus genus. Ticks that feed on these lizards in their early growth stages are less prone to
carry Lyme’s Disease, a fact that is being researched by scientists. Photos by Phil Lambert.
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birding trips

Bird Festival Volunteers and Sponsors
San Diego Bird Festival would
like to publicly acknowledge the
2019 Festival Planning Team for
their hard work in producing the
festival this year:
Richard Cuthbertson
Lisa Heinz
David Kimball
Pamela Manno
Kathy Marvel
Mike Matherly
DeVerna Rogers
Kathy Romine
Carol Parker
Marj Peck
David Povey
Beth Swersie
Gerry Tietje
Catherine Wertis
We would also like to call
attention to all our Presenting
Sponsors:
The City of San Diego
Union Bank
SDG&E
USFWS/National Wildlife
Refuge System
Zeiss
Kowa
Searcher Natural History Tours
Sea World
Port of San Diego

Redstart Birding
Bird Watcher’s Digest
San Diego Zoo
Hunt’s Photo and Video
Tamron
Holbrook Travel
Birds and Nature Portugal
Cheepers Birding on a Budget
Opticron
Rockjumper Worldwide
Birding Adventures
Beaumont Convention
and Visitors Bureau
Brome Bird Care
Home Advisor
We love our leaders who take
birders to every corner of the
county. A full list of birds seen
will be posted on our website.
Thanks as well to our wonderful
and informative guest speakers.
And thank you to all who attend.
By coming to the festival, you
give support to SDAS educators,
conservation projects and
sanctuary programs in San Diego
County. For this, we are deeply
appreciative.
Save the date for our next
festival: Feb 26-March 1, 2020
Wanna join the team?
Contact Jen Hajj at hajj@
sandiegoaudubon.org.

THE DIRT ON SILVERWOOD:

A Walk through Geological History
March 23rd, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Silverwood Wildlife Sanctuary
Taught by Geologist Don Albright and
Silverwood’s Resident Manager Phil Lambert
Learn about how the landscape was formed while exploring San
Diego Audubon’s wildlife preserve – Silverwood. This fascinating
workshop will take you back through time. The journey will begin
in Silverwood’s Frank Gander Education Center with an overview
of the history of San Diego’s geology. After the presentation, we
will lead you along Silverwood’s scenic trails to identify specific
geological features. Off to the east you can spot the rounded
granitic dome called “Silverdome,” decorated with lichens, mosses,
and shrubs. Some geologists believe this to be the largest granite
monolith in San Diego County. You will also see geological
evidence from the massive Cedar Fire, which swept through the
preserve in 2003. The course will end with a petrology workshop at
the picnic tables located in the observation area, and a collection of
rocks, along with magnifying glasses, will be provided for handson identification. Participants are encouraged to bring a sack lunch
to stay and enjoy the preserve afterwards. Register now – limited
Space available! $40 Student/Limited Income, $85 Member of San
Diego Audubon, $105 general public. Questions? Email Jill Cooper
at cooper@sandiegoaudubon.org.

MARCH/APRIL 2019
Ferruginous Hawk
by Peter Thomas

Please regularly check our NEW website at
sandiegoaudubon.org for full trip information
as it becomes available. All trips subject to change.

SAN DIEGO AUDUBON BIRDING TRIPS are open to all. Please
remember that these birding trips are very popular, and most fill up
quickly. Please limit yourself to one or two trips to leave room for others.
1: Follow our listings on our new website at sandiegoaudubon.org (Go
Birding, Local Bird Trips). Trips shown in Sketches are posted first online,
generally around the latter part of the month prior to issue date. Starting
dates for registration will be indicated on the website.
2: Online registration is required for all field trips. Attendance for trips
is now capped at specific numbers to ensure the best experience for all
participants, and all trips are filled in order of registration. A few trips
will require a registration fee. Even if a trip is full, you can register for a
potential opening.
3: For directions, go to the SDAS website (look for Go Birding, then Local
Bird Trips). Google Maps info is provided for each birding trip. Detailed
trip descriptions are provided.
Call Peter Thomas with questions at 858-571-5076, or email your queries
to: prthomas1@yahoo.com. And always remember, “Cherish Nature.”

MARCH 2019
Kit Carson Park in Escondido
Saturday, March 9, 2019, 8:00 am – 11:00 am
Leaders: Phoenix Von Hendy, and Peter Thomas, 858-571-5076
Capped at 25 participants. Directions on website..
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park – Resident Birds and
Migrating Swainson’s Hawks
Sunday, March 17, 2019, 8:00 am to 11:30 am
Leaders: Peter Thomas, 858-571-5076, and others
Capped at 25 participants. Directions on website.
Tecolote Canyon Natural Park
Saturday, March 23, 2019, 8:00 am to 11:00 am
Leaders: Anitra Kaye, 619-517-1168, John Walters, and Jack Friery
Capped at 25 participants. Directions on website.
Ramona Grasslands, Wildflower Loop, and the Stagecoach Trail
to the San Pasqual Valley
Sunday, March 31, 2019, 8:00 am to 11:00 am
Leaders: Peter Thomas 858-571-5076, Millie Basden, and
Phoenix Von Hendy
Capped at 25 participants. Directions on website.

COMING IN APRIL:
The following trips are being planned for April 2019, with the dates and
times to be confirmed and posted on our website by the end of March.
Big Sit
Stonewall Mine and Lake Cuyamaca
Tecolote Canyon
Marston Canyon
Santa Ysabel Preserve
Mission Trails Regional Park – Mission Dam and Oak Creek Canyon
Big Morongo (Riverside County)
Blue Sky Ecological Preserve
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SKETCHES is published bi-monthly, in odd-numbered months.
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email sdaudubon@sandiegoaudubon.org.

It’s that time of year again! Birdathon is a friendly birdwatching competition held by San Diego Audubon each year
during the month of April to raise important funds to support our
Conservation, Education and Sanctuary programs. Birders of all levels
are invited to form or join teams and choose a day to bird together.
These teams identify as many bird species as possible in a 24-hour
period within San Diego County. Each team decides its own strategy
– where to go to see different bird species, what time of day to visit,
how long to stay at each location and how many locations to squeeze
into a day. Birdathon teams compete to record the most species
possible, as well as to raise the most funds for San Diego Audubon.
Last year, our staff team,
the U-Terns, spotted
102 species. We were
joined by the Wandering
Totalers, White-crested
Nut-batch and Too-Tired
Birders.

If you’re interested in forming
a Birdathon team, please
contact Chris Redfern at
redfern@sandiegoaudubon.org
or (858) 273 7800 x 102.
Visit www.sandiegoaudubon.org
to donate or sponsor a team.

San Diego Audubon Office:

858-273-7800

California Audubon Society: www.ca.audubon.org
National Audubon Society: www.audubon.org
National Audubon Activist Hotline: 800-659-2622
National Audubon Customer Service: 800-274-4201

San Diego Audubon Society is a chapter
of the National Audubon Society

NOTICE: OUR NEW WEBSITE LAUNCHES
MARCH 1, 2019. It has the same web address:

www.sandiegoaudubon.org

Visit for all online resources, including our
Events Calendar and Birding Trips
Like us on Facebook:
facebook.com/sdaudubon
Follow us on Twitter:
twitter.com/sdaudubon

…Fostering the protection and appreciation
of birds, other wildlife and their habitats…
Snowy Egret by Craig Chaddock

